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• Auxiliary Info available




• Deep Learning (UNet)
• Remote sensing Data
• Planet, ArcticDEM, AuxData









• High FP rates
Challenges:


















ML: RAPIDS, Scikit-Learn, Pandas, Numpy, Prophet ..










Experimental design for marine ice sheet-ocean: MISMIP+
Figure: ice shelf melt rate mi fields during the Ice1r and Ice1ra experiments from a 
BISICLES run. Melt rates are applied when 0 < t < 100 a, causing the ice shelf to 
thin and grounding line to retreat. Once t > 100 a, no melt is applied,
the ice shelf thickens, and the grounding line advances*
Aim: Clustering regions of small, middle and high change of 
grounding line migration with time.
Approaches with AI (Machine/ Deep Learning)
Simulation Data from Ice-sheet and Sea-level System Model (ISSM)
• Different data samples (structured multi-dim)
• Format NetCDF (.nc), Matlab (.m)
• Size (MB to GB)
Descriptive Analytics
• Data Preparation, Cleaning, Wrangling, ..
• Data understanding, Time-series analysis ..
Clustering K-Means+
• Observe the movement of GL in 3 clusters, ..
Univariate (Multi) Time series Forecasting in 1 step, 2 steps
• Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA)
• Exponential Smoothing (ETS)
• Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
• Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
Implementation
• Python, Tensorflow, Pandas, Scikit-Learn, Matplotlib, ..
• Modular Programming
*Source: Experimental design for three interrelated marine ice sheet and ocean model intercomparison projects: MISMIP v. 3 (MISMIPC), ISOMIP v. 2 (ISOMIPC) and MISOMIP v. 1 (MISOMIP1), 2016, Asay-Davis et al.
Clustering (2D, 3D, PCA)Descriptive Analytics 
More:
https://spaces.awi.de/display/AIC/AI-CORE+Home (AI-CORE Confluence)
Time Series Forecasting (ARIMA result)
Detect Calving Front Position: Daugaard Jensen 
© Erik Loebel, University Dresden
• generating ice mask for ISSM
• level set to incorporate the derived calving front 
positions to ISSM
• extract calving front positions from multi-spectral
Landsat-8 imagery (convolutional neural network, 
statistical textural feature analysis, topography data)
• alpha-shape method to detect ice domain and boundary
• get new ice front from satellite image
• determine points inside the polygon of ice boundary and new ice front
Detect Calving Front Positions in Greenland
alpha shape
